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Supply and demand determine the price



Falling price at more demand

Rising price at more demand



Emerging new industry

Limited offer



Disruption, displacement of old industry

Price-fixing and cartelization
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How the oil 

industry 

saved the 

whales

Oil price crisis 

2008: We must 

leave oil 

before it 

leaves us.

https://www.novo-argumente.com/artikel/wie_die_oelindustrie_die_wale_gerettet_hat
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1200 GW 1100 TWh 1000 GEUR

150 GW 300 TWh 200 GEUR

100 TWh 100 GEUR

4 TWh 800 GEUR

300 GW 150 GEUR

300 TWh 25 GEUR

150 GW 100 GEUR

1400 GW 1200 TWh 600 GEUR

100 GW 200 TWh 100 GEUR

50 TWh 50 GEUR

4 TWh 300 GEUR

300 GW 150 GEUR

300 TWh 25 GEUR

150 GW 100 GEUR
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When is the transition from “emerging new 

industry” to “normal market” ?

For the oil industry we know that was 1892, but 

how many years in the future will this be for 

photovoltaics and batteries?

My forecasts for “100 % renewable energy” in 

Germany have decreased from 2013 with 2,375 

G€ to 1,325 G€.

But perhaps the 1.325 G€ is also much too 

pessimistic.
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The price lie:

 more money for climate protection

It's not the money, it's

* Motivation

* Credit

* Possibility



This motivates drivers to buy newer cars or retrofit catalytic converters

https://de.wikipedia.org/wiki/Kraftfahrzeugsteuer_(Deutschland)


Government loan guarantee to reduce costs:

* Reduce energy costs by 200 € per month, 

loan installment 180 € per month.

* Rent costs plus energy costs 900 € per month,

 credit installment for home 

minus energy sales 800 € per month



Create possibility: Building land only for CPSH:



Rethinking the energy transition:



2020 2025 2030 2035 2040

ClimateProtectionSuperiorityHouses as the backbone of the energy transition:
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By 2040: 12.5 million houses, 500 GW photovoltaics, 1000 GWh batteries, 90 km² 

Vertical Gardening Aeroponic. All privately financed by people who want to live 

better and cheaper. The only government effort: loan guarantees and zoning 

CPSH building land.



Side effect 1: Housing costs decrease

Mr. John Doe

Mad prices lane 55

D-88888 high price city

Due to increased costs and our 

immeasurable greed, we hereby increase 

your rent from €900 to €930 per month as 

of January 1, 2030,

with kind regards

Rip-off limited 

Speculator road 11

D-88888 High price city

Rip-off limited

Speculator street 11

D-88888 High Price City

Due to my relocation to the new CPSH 

residential area, I hereby cancel your 

substandard apartment.

In addition to insane rent, you also 

demand insane operating costs for your 

not even thermally renovated hovel.

I wish you good luck in finding a new 

tenant who is willing to pay only 500 € 

rent,

with kind regards

John Doe

Irre prices lane 55

D-88888 High price city



Side effect 2: Enable UBI

UBI
enable



!

Side effect 3: Reform of food production

Water 
shortage

Nitrate

Phosphorus 
shortage

Chemistry



The Price Lie: 

Rethinking the 

Energy Transition!

https://youtu.be/BcD71tGRVr8

